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Executive Summary 
 The Connectuators project took place within the 

Connected Everyday Things Squad. This squad had 
as main goal to investigate and create meaningful 
applications for the Internet of Things. With a specific 
focus on creating aesthetically pleasing prototypes, and 
gaining insights by deploying the products for a longer 
period of time. 
During this project the concept Connectuators was 
created to support creative practices in the home 
environment. Connectuators is a family of three 
connected objects allowing people to make everyday 
things around the house move in various ways. Through 
pleasurable experiences, developing skill and expression 
in tangible aesthetics people are stimulated to come up 
with own solutions instead of design providing them with 
solutions for predefined problems. Connectuators respect 
effort from the user and require the user to take ‘action’. 
This results in engaging, sustainable and more meaningful 
relations between people and products in their practices.
The process of this project started by investigating the 
Internet of Things. Soon was concluded the focus should 
be on creating more meaning for the Internet of Things.  
To be able to create meaning investigation on clasic 
practices and old product qualities was started. Out of this 
investigation conclusions were drawn, these conclusions 
were implemented in a new way of using the Internet of 
Things. In the meanwhile an inspiring lecture was given 
by Ron Wakkary. He inspired to do more investigation into 
the practices, unaware objects and the fact everybody 
could be a designer. 

During this investigation and idea about connected 
furniture was generated. It was not fully defined yet. 
However, these unaware objects inspired to create 
characters in the objects of connected furniture. This 
idea evolved throughout the research into the concept 
Connectuators. 
After formulating the concept, Lino, Verti en Ronda 
were created. A set of lo-fi prototypes was as a first 
embodiment of Connectuators. After this, functioning 
prototypes were designed, built and iterated on.
The functional prototypes were tested in a focus group 
to find as many applications for the Connectuators as 
possible. After this, a list of applications was created the 
second test was conducted. This was a test in which the 
prototypes were deployed for one week. More long term 
insights came out of this. 
An important point of feedback from the participants of 
the tests wast that they wanted more control over the 
Connectuators and also they would like to see some 
examples of applications. An app was then designed, 
including a community feed for sharing product 
applications and controls to alter the movement patterns 
of the Connectuators.
Connectuators add value through pleasurable experiences, 
developing skill and expression in tangible aesthetics. 
People are stimulated to come up with own solutions 
instead of the design providing them with solutions for 
predefined problems. This results in engaging, sustainable 
and more meaningful relations between people and 
Connectuators in their practices.
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Abstract
In this project a concept was created to support creative 
practices in the context of the home environment. This 
resulted in the creation of Connectuators, which is a 
family of three connected objects that allows people to 
add various movements to their everyday environment. 
Through pleasurable experience, developing skill and 
expression in tangible aesthetics people are stimulated to 
come up with own solutions. Connectuators respect effort 
from the user and require the user to take ‘action’. This 
results in an engaging, sustainable and more meaningful 
relation between people and connected products in their 
practices.   
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1.1 Project Introduction
The purpose of this project was to explore the creation 
sustainable and meaningful relations for, and add value 
to everyday practices through connected everyday 
things. In this project the relations of everyday things 
to people, environments and other artifacts in an era of 
connectedness were examined.

This project was done within the squad Connected 
Everyday Things. This squad stands for the importance 
of context and practice. It explores possible design 
directions by making things and creating experiences. 
In this respect, gaining valuable insights from living 
with things. Additionally exploring quality, aesthetics of 
materials and interaction play an essential part. This is 
supported by quality in realization and technology. [1]

During this project the concept Connectuators was 
created to support creative practices in the home 
environment. Connectuators is a family of three 

connected objects allowing people to make everyday 
things around the house move in various ways. Through 
pleasurable experiences, developing skill and expression 
in tangible aesthetics people are stimulated to come up 
with own solutions instead of design providing them with 
solutions for predefined problems. Connectuators respect 
effort from the user and require the user to take ‘action’. 
This results in engaging, sustainable and more meaningful 
relations between people and products in their practices.

After the introduction of the project and the concept, the 
activities and decisions in the development of this project 
will be elaborated in a chronological order. This is done to 
give a 
clear description of the process concerning time and 
development. The different elements in the final concept 
will be elaborated separately, following the themes that 
emerged throughout the project, resulting in a more in-
depth explanation about the design decisions that were 
made.

1. Introduction 
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1.2 M1.1 Team
This project was executed by 
three first year Master students 
at the University of Technology 
Eindhoven at the faculty of 
Industrial Design; Pim Keunen, 
Martine Bak and Justin Straver. 
Their expertises differentiate 
from Mechanical Engineering, 
Product Design and Industrial 
Design. This resulted in a 
multidisciplinary project team 
with complementing expertises 
. 
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1.3 Goals and vision for the project
In the first weeks the team set up goals for the project. 
These goals came from a first exploration and the 
individual goals all the team members had put up in their 
Personal Development Plans. 

Goals provided by the squad were focus on analyzing 
everyday practises. Work on a high level on crafting and 
prototyping further connected things. Work on and create 
material speculations and design fictions. And especially 
create valuable meaning and new applications for the 
Internet of Things.  

A goal from both the squad as well as from the students 
was to deploy the prototype(s) in context for a longer 
period of time. The reason for this being that the newness 
of the prototype in context will wear off after some time. 
Further, living with the prototype allows the user to 
possibly adopt the artefact as a part of his/her everyday 
practise. This would result in a more in-depth and reliable 
outcome of the test. 

One of the first insights showed that data gathering and 
automation play a large role in IoT. 
The initial vision of the team was: The internet of Things 
should be more than only making things easier and 
automating all kind of interactions people would have had. 
The IoT design should be something that is functional 
and creates intrinsic value. Therefore, creating more 
meaningful applications for connected everyday things 
became an important goal. 
Using scientific papers and articles for support and 
inspiration should have a high priority throughout the 
project. The scientific articles would be most used to 
make well founded decisions in determining the direction 
of the design process.

Lastly, it needed to be a network of products for the 
project. Because the project was about connected 
products, but the they did not want to make one 
prototype that was connected to something that was 
already there. 
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1.4 Process description 
At the start of the project the 
domestic environment was 
chosen as a setting to better 
understand the existing and 
missing connections between 
people and things. People from 
various ages were interviewed 
and asked to make pictures of 
their living environment. The 
photos on this page show items 
that people will bring with them 
if their house was on fire. The 
question was framed like this 
to reveal what people value 
the most in their homes. The 
majority of the artefacts had a 
story linked to it about a person 
or event. Further conclusions 
and insights from the interviews 
will be elaborated in chapter 
3.2.1 “Product Attachment. 

Beside the context exploration, 
the current state of IoT was 
investigated with Augmented 
Reality as starting point. 
It reduces the amount of 
information that the user 
is confronted with and only 
presents data when it’s 
relevant. Especially the MIT 
reality editor was researched 
and a first prototype was 
made. However, when the 
configuration of the team 
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changed, it quickly became 
clear this technology was not in 
line with the vision of  current 
members. The focus shifted 
towards exploring tangible 
interactions and if there could be 
added more meaning and value 
in connected everyday life. 

In the meantime a more 
thorough understanding of 
the Internet of Things was 
gained. Everyday objects were 
grouped in triangles in which 
connectedness was shown. 
Then, the benefits of connecting 
these objects compared to 
the separate objects were 
investigated and a core value 
was written in the centre of the 
triangle. These triangles helped 
developing a vision upon 
connected products. It became 
clear that the intrinsic value 
of just connecting existing 
objects was somewhat limited 
and mainly lead to automation 
and data gathering. The 
concepts created in this project 
should be a new approach of 
using the internet of things. 
To create these meaningful 
concepts, the investigation of 
practices and product qualities 
was started. The goal was 
to gain insights that would 
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support the integration of IoT products into current 
practices. In addition a start was made to create 
characters and behaviours to stimulate creativity. 

The insights and research (see chapter 3. Research) lead 
to the concept Connectuators. Next to Connectuators, 
the concept Wall of Sound was generated based on the 
character investigation. However, Connectuators was 
considered to offer more directions and opportunities and 
the decision was made to focus on developing this concept. 
At first, a set of lo-fi prototypes was made in order to 
obtain a sense of size and real life implementation. After 
this first materialization of the concept, a set of motorized 
Connectuators was made. These Connectuators were 

equipped with bluetooth and capacitive touch after the 
midterm. During the process the code was constantly 
updated to adapt to new functionalities and behaviour.

After this, the Connectuators were ready for the first round 
of user testing. A focus group was formed to obtain input 
on possible application. At the same time, the focus group 
was a test to see how people would respond to a functional 
embodiment of the concept. After this a second test 
was conducted by asking another participant to live with 
Connectuators for a week. This was done to get more feedback 
on how they would function in a home environment and how 
the practise of using the Connectuators would be perceived.
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2.1 Concept statement
This chapter describes the final concept of the 
connectuators. All the exploration, investigation 
and research comes together in the concept of the 
Connectuators. 

Currently, Internet of Things (IoT) is applied frequently for 
replacing engaging interactions by simplifying everyday 
practices with a press of a button on a smartphone. The 
Connectuators are an alternative implementation of IoT 
in everyday things where the focus is “less on automation 
and more on personal augmentation.”[2]

The Connectuators are a family of connected products 
that allow people to make everyday things around the 
house move in various ways. There are three types of 
Connectuators that each have their specific movements 
and character named, Ronda, Lino and Verti. These 
move in a rotational, horizontally linear and respectively 
vertically linear fashion.

Beside the distinctive movements that the objects 
embody they also have a unique character. These 
characters are manifested in the movements of the 
objects throughout the day, both in response to user input 
as well as driven by their character. Furthermore, the 
objects show their personality in the way they connect to 
other Connectuators and how they respond in a group.

Through pleasurable experiences, developing skill and 
expression in tangible aesthetics people are stimulated 
to come up with own solutions instead of design 
providing them with solutions for predefined problems. 
Connectuators respect effort from the user and require 
the user to take ‘action’. This results in engaging, 
sustainable and more meaningful relations between 

people and products in their practices.

2.2 Envisioned User Segment
Considering the newness of IoT, Connectuators was 
designed for a user group of early adopters. This 
group tends to have an interest for new innovative 
things and gadgets, and understands the concept of 
connected products. This complies with the nature of the 
Connectuators. For the development of Connectuators, 
a group of early adopters is essential, as these will be 
the people exploring applications and sharing them 
on the online Connectuator platform. Application 
examples generated by early adopters play a significant 
role in convincing a larger audience of the value of 
Connectuators by offering them a starting point.

2. Concept: The Connectuators
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3.1 Current state of IoT
In the early days of the Internet of Things (IoT), much 
of the focus has been on industrial applications, such 
as improving operations with autonomous machines, or 
standalone consumer products. Currently a more human-
centric category of loT activity is starting to emerge. 
According to the article ‘How Smart, Connected Products 
Are Transforming Competition’ Iot is part of the third wave 
of IT-driven Competition. In this wave products become 
“smart” through embedded sensors and “connected” by 
connecting with other devices. 
These smart and connected devices allow for a complete 
set of technological capabilities. 

These capabilities range from (sensor) monitoring till 
autonomous systems that sense and act completely 
on their own. For consumer products this increase in 
autonomy of systems and decrease in human involvement 
results in automation of the environment. In addition, 
the growing complexity of many device connecting to 
many devices presents new challenges in usability and 
understandability of everyday connected things.

3. Process Description 
 

Currently, connected devices are controlled through 
apps. For example coffee machines, toothbrushes and 
cars. On the one hand these apps allow for monitoring 
and control over long distances. On the other hand 
when apps monitor the direct environment of the user 
the gap widens resulting in a loss of connection and 
engagement to their environment. Developing connected 
everyday things should be “less about automation and 
more about personal augmentation. less about individual 
devices(one-on-one) and more about “living services” 
that let people program and connect multiple smart 
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3.1.2 Product triangles 

To explore the possibilities of 
connecting everyday things 
a program was written to 
combine common household 
products with sensors to other 
products and try to create a 
meaningful connection.  The 
results of this exploration were 
in the direction of automation 
and data transferring. (An 
example of one of these 
triangles can be seen in 
the image.) After this first 
exploration for connected 
everyday there was concluded 
this won’t be creating the 
difference and this is what 
is currently done in IoT. The 
team wanted to search for 
more intrinsic value and 
search for different, not seen 
yet, applications of IoT. They 
wanted to make life more 
interesting, satisfying and 
motivating. The decision was 
made to look into current 
appreciated practices and 
product qualities, to get 
inspired to create a more 
satisfying practise for IoT. 

In the middle in the triangle a human need is placed. 
Surrounding this are three products that could be 
connected. On these products and themes concept were 
created. For example an anti-burglary night stand that 
protects important belongings such as passport and 
wallet.
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3.2 Product qualities, product attachment and 
practises
To create more meaning into the Internet of Things, 
there was looked at what kind of qualities old fashioned 
practises have. And why people feel attached to these 
kind of practises. 

3.2.1 Product attachment
From the context analyses, analyses of practices 
and artefacts the qualities for product attachment 
were identified. One of the first insights is experience 
attachment. “Experiences are singularized though 
participation or observation and become irreplaceable.“[4] 
The concept should be a satisfying experience people 
like to engage in and could get attached to over time. 
Other important factor for product attachment extracted 
from these inquiries are that an encoding of a history or 
intimate memory with the artefact is one of the factors 
that supports a strong product attachment. “In many 
cases, ensoulment or attachment to something is related 
to the context of life stories associated with other people, 
things, or events.”[4]
Product attachment also is increased by the uniqueness 
of the artefact. This quality can be expressed through 
craftsmanship from the maker or rare material resulting 
in a one-of-a-kind artefact. Lastly, an investment of effort 
to learn and control functionality[8], and implicit values 
related to the patterns of collection are important qualities 
for attachment to incorporate into the concept. 
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3.2.2 Connected furniture
During investigating product qualities and practices the 
idea of connected furniture was generated. Conventional 
furniture is lifeless and usually has a pre-defined function. 
The idea of connected furniture was to create a multi-
purpose surface, keeping its function open-ended. This 
surface would then be connected to random or defined 
other surfaces from the same product family. The 
different members of this product family could be located 
in the same house, in the house of for example a family 
member, or even in the house of a stranger on the other 
side of the world.

Depending on how the resident of the house and the 
environmental parameters would interact with the 
surfaces, the surfaces would be able to communicate and 
express themselves in a rather subtle way, depending 

on their characters. This leads to being connected in 
a less direct, more playful and tangible way than via 
conventional communication devices: the furniture 
speaks its own language, which you do not understand. 
Connectivity to other objects than the product family and 
practical applications were not considered at this point.

Nelson
Nelson is a tiny connected module designed to bring 
everyday objects to life remotely[]. The module can make 
simple linear movements. This connected actuator has 
served as inspiration for the final design and supported 
the concept direction of connected actuators. Nelson 
was the final Bachelor project of Maxime Castelli in 
collaboration with Arthur Didier. In 2015 Castelli graduated 
from Ecal, a school of higher education in art and design 
from Renens(France).[5]
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Practises by Ron Wakkary
After a lecture by and conversation with Ron Wakkary, 
an interest in “practices” was developed. Wakkary spoke 
about the core themes of practices, from the paper “The 
dynamics of Social Practise”[6]: Materials, competences 
and meanings. An example of a practice is playing vinyl 
records. The materials in this example are the vinyl 
record itself, the sleeve it is in, the record player, and 
your body. The competences involved are for example 
your taste in music, fumbling the record out of its sleeve, 
motoric skills to drop the needle on the right place on the 
record and the adjustment of the knobs on the amplifier. 

Music has a meaning on its own, but the physical record 
and it’s usually beautifully designed sleeve may have a 
meaning as well. Beside that, the connection to a certain 
subculture of vinyl affectionates.

Other important quotes Ron Wakkary inspired during his 
talk with was: “Everybody is a designer” and “we are 
all practitioners”. This means that everybody can find 
different applications for everyday products: everybody 
uses lifehacks (unintended uses that solves a problem), 
usually without realizing.
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The goal was to research the qualities in these practices, 
and in the artefacts used for practices itself. Several 
practices were analysed. Some examples of the practices 
investigated; a barista making coffee, charcoal barbecuing 
and playing vinyl. People go back to these traditional 
practices, because the qualities in material, competence 
and meanings can still be found here. Despite, there are 
more modern ways to for example prepare meat or play 
music.
The following paragraph describes the conclusions and 
insights gained from this investigation. The practices had 
something to do with expressing and developing taste and 
identity. 
“Can intelligent products be designed in such a way 
that they are not just beautiful in appearance, but also 
beautiful in use? This question has led to a new research 
fi eld called  ‘aesthetics of interaction’.” [8]The conclusion 
drawn by this quote and the practise investigate was: The 

artefacts show craftsmanship from the maker as well as 
the user. Practicing more improves the skills and increases 
satisfaction.  
For example with barbequing, you bought a new beautiful 
quality charcoal barbeque. This does not guarantee 
perfect cooked meat the fi rst time. You will need to 
practise and practise, but after a while, that perfect piece 
of meat would be perfect and satisfactory. 
 Also, imperfections add to the experience. It feels 
more ‘real’. The artefact, by requiring actions from the 
practitioner, allows for imperfections.
Like baking your own apple pie, it might have some burn 
marks, but it still tastes much better and feels more 
rewarding than one bought at the bakery. And the more 
you try the better they get. 
And the fi nal important conclusion is that the artefacts 
used in the practices are one of a kind. They are worn by 
time and really makes it personal, there is no exact copy 

[9]
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3.3.1 Supporting practices with the Connectuators. 
A big argument on the current use IoT was on its focus 
on automation. People are getting less and less connected 
to the objects in their environment, but increasingly 
connect with computers, smartphones and tablets. It 
was important to create a more meaningful way of using 
IoT creating a real embodied connection.  It should 
be an open-ended product that people could engage 
with and create things themselves. Like people do with 
Do It Yourself (DIY) projects and lifehacks. There are 
many websites with blogs and forums about this kind 
of practise. Like instructables, pinterest and lifehack. 
The concept should enable people to be implemented 
the objects in a creative way, to involve the user, and to 
possibly create product attachment. The concept should 
support creative practices around the home. 

This paragraph describes how the connectuators can 
support creative practices explained using the framework 
created by Ron Wakkary. The materials needed for 
supporting practises with the Connectuators are the 
Connectuators and your own life environment, the 
competences the practitioner need is learning to work 
with the Connectuators. The practitioner should be able 
to use its creativity to be able to implement them in 
their daily lives. It will have the meanings by creating 
a community of technical and creative people that are 
interested in making their lives more exciting using the 
Connectuators. 

3.3.2 Unaware objects
Ron Wakkary spoke about his research about unaware 
objects. Something that was quite inspiring as well. His 
explanation of unaware objects is the following. 
“Unaware objects are intentionally designed to enact their 
respective behaviors without requiring nor demanding 
the attention of their owners. They execute preset 
computational processes and, in this sense, operate 
entirely unaware of their owner’s presence or actions. 
These objects have no explicit output functions based on 
interaction with them and they lack any kind of traditional 
‘interface’ or control mechanisms. Our use of the term 
unaware in this context owes specifically to the fact 
that these objects are designed to be computationally 
unaffected by direct interactions (unless of course if they 
were to be unplugged).” [10]
This was one of the inspirations to continue working 
with the connected furniture. And also to implement the 
characters in the concept. 
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3.4 Characters in products
To create meaning and new 
interesting products the team 
wanted to explore adding 
characters to the concepts. 
Creating characters abled to 
make one product in with it 
looks and behavior match and 
get personalized.  The team 
created different character 
traits and materials and 
behaviors on post its. These 
were mapped by matching 
clusters of personalities. 

Out of these personalities 
new concepts were created. 
Ideation was performed by 
sketching forms and annotated 
this with movement and the 
character traits. There were 
created dozens of these kind of 
sketches. These were cluttered 
again to see where the most 
interesting concepts evolved 
around. 

To validate working on 
characters for products the 
paper “Designing behavior in 
interaction: Using aesthetic 
experience as a mechanism 
for design” by Ross, P. R., & 
Wensveen, S. A. was checked. 
Especially was looked into the 
method to test how people 
receive characters in products.
[11] 
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Unaware Objects
Ron Wakkary also told about his work on unaware 
objects. Something that was quite inspiring as well. His 
explanation of unaware objects is the following. 
“Unaware objects are intentionally designed to enact their 
respective behaviors without requiring nor demanding 
the attention of their owners. They execute preset 
computational processes and, in this sense, operate 
entirely unaware of their owner’s presence or actions. 
These objects have no explicit output functions based on 
interaction with them and they lack any kind of traditional 
‘interface’ or control mechanisms. Our use of the term 
unaware in this context owes specifically to the fact 
that these objects are designed to be computationally 
unaffected by direct interactions (unless of course if they 
were to be unplugged).” [10]
This was one of the inspirations to continue working 
with the connected furniture. And also to implement the 
characters in the concept. 

3.4.1 Wall of sound
The wall of sound is one of the extracted concepts from 
the ideation on the created characters. This was based on 
communication in the home. The concept was formulated 
as following:
There is a lot of communication between family members 
in a home. However, not everybody is physically home 
all the time and at the same time. Often family members 
only see each other briefly during dinner. This product 
would stimulate communication among the family 
members, and even the very small children can join as 
soon as they can speak. Everybody can leave messages at 
a specific piece of wall central in the home.  The message 
can be found in the cup. 
For quality time with the family the cups can be 
brought together to create conversation starters. The 
cups will select some sound bits to play and the family 
can have real family quality time. In this way playful 
communication in the family is stimulated.
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Evolution of Connected 
furniture: Connectuators 
All the exploration and 
research already mentioned 
in this report, made the team 
develop on the connected 
furniture idea. This evolved 
from a basic idea into a more 
and more developed concept. 
A new goal was formed; 
develop a new practise with 
connected furniture as basis. 
Investigation into character 
creation brought the idea to 
a new level. Creating a more 
interesting living environment 
for people. And the pieces 
of connected furniture all 
got their specific forms 
and behaviors. All these 
investigations developed the 
concept further and further 
to eventually become the 
Connectuators as described 
here in the final report. 
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The Connectuators are designed as a  product family, 
however all the individual products have their own 
characteristics. This project family is mostly represented 
by the use of materials and form communication. From 
the investigation into practices and product quality 
the conclusion was drawn that it was important to 
use materials that represented quality and showed 
craftsmanship. Therefore the materials used for the 
Connectuators are light colored wood (Ayous and 
light colored plywood) and metal.  Light colored wood 
was chosen, because this is fitting in most everyday 
households but most of all it gives a clean and simple 
look. To emphasize open-endedness, multi-stability and 
the movement. 

To finish the wood three types for oils got tested. The 
upper sample had a too ugly yellow look. And the bottom 
one made it to anique brown. All Connectuators got a 
layer of the blank oil to protect them from serious damage 
and make them look more sophisticated and less raw. 

For form was also chosen to keep them clean and simple, 
there was chosen for geometric forms and shapes, like 
cubes and circles. This clean and simple look enables 
creativity for a wide variety of applications. Form follows 
function is used to create the objects. However, the 
technology was hidden. This to create wonderment for the 
user. First the movements were developed (horizontal, 
vertical and circular), for this a form was created. A round 
object that could move in a circular direction, a two cubes 
that fitted each other that could move up and down. And 
a tube through a piece of would that moved over the 
horizontal place.  

4. The Design
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4.1.1 Character Ronda
The designed character description: “Ronda, She 
sometimes sweeps around as sneaky she can, But 
sometimes moves very enthusiastic. She wants to show 
all her beautiful sides.”
Ronda is designed as a round disk. This is the most 
feminine form of the Connectuators. She spins like 
ballet dancer. In everyday life she is one that moves the 
slowest. To interact with Ronda you can touch the upper 
disk and she will respond immediately. She moves the 
smallest amount of times during the day. The words that 
describe her characteristics are: Beautiful, Happy. 
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4.1.2 Character Lino
The designed character description: “Lino, He is unsure of 
his position, A part of him always tries to hide in his shell. 
He is never balanced, he moves from side to side.”
Lino is designed as a solid block with a horizontal tube 
moving through this. His moving tube is not very wide 
and this represents its shyness. To interact with him 
you can touch his tube and he will pull it back or push 
you away. A part of him is always in this shell, what 
emphasises on that. The curve on top makes him soft 
and pettable. He moves on a moderate pace and does not 
want to stand out, but because he is unsure he moves the 
most throughout the day. The words that describes the 
character traits of Lino are: Unbalanced, Shy. 
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4.1.3 Character  Verti
The designed character description: “Verti, this guy is 
extremely tough and strong. He wants to grab your 
attention, and always wants to show its height.”
He is the weightlifter, designed as a cube, with hard 
edges. Verti makes it self taller and pushes itself up. He is 
the most present connectuator of the group. However, he 
moves average times a day, he is confident and does not 
need more. To interact with verti people can place their 
hand over the top surface. By this people can pull him 
up or put him down. Character traits that describe him in 
words are: Attention Seeker, Strong
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4.2 Human interaction
The Connectuators became 
characters, as a character 
they should be able to 
respond to its environment. 
They already interacted with 
each other, interaction with 
the environment created the 
full image of a character. 
The human interaction is 
designed as touch. People 
could touch specific areas of 
the connectuator. They all have 
their own manners to respond 
to this, and allows the user to 
have control over the objects. 
For more direct control the 
Connectuators app could be 
used. There was not chosen 
to use buttons or indicators 
lights on the Connectuators 
because the wonderment of 
the moments would be lost. 
Also it would have been a 
create influence on the looks, 
they would not look as simple 
anymore. 
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4.3 App
At first, the team did not want to make an additional app. 
However, the team already agreed that an app for some 
settings was okay, at least it should not be the main focus 
and it shouldn’t be necessary for everyday use. During 
the test, there was a lot commented about the controls. 
The testers wanted more control and the products should 
be a bit more practical. Therefor, was decided to do 
design a complementary app with the Connectuators.  

To test and design the app, two types of prototype apps 
were made. One was a functional working app and the 
other one an aesthetic mockup to show the opportunities. 

The team created an app with the “MIT app inventor” to 
be able to control the Connectuators over an app. Using 
this tool it was possible to send Bluetooth messages to 
the Connectuators. This app was very simple to show 
it was possible to control them by an app. The only 
possibility, for now, was to connect to one of the slave 
modules of the Connectuators and send the Connectuator 
a message to make a movement. This was enough to 
illustrate that the controls by app are possible. 

The second prototype was a mockup of how the actual 
app should look like. This mockup was created with the 
tool “invisionapp”. This mockup could be viewed with this 
link: https://invis.io/8D7HW0RKT. 
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This app has two main parts. 
The first part is a community 
for the users. Users are 
able to upload their ideas 
and applications with the 
Connectuators. At first this 
is very important it could 
convince people to buy a set 
of Connectuators. The second 
part offers some more control 
of the Connectuators. People 
can connect the Connectuators 
and monitor which ones are 
connected at that moment. 
Also people to schedule 
movements in. Put off the 
character if it is really needed 
for a pure functional use.  A 
full description per app screen 
can be found in the following 
paragraphs. 

This first screen when 
the app opens show the 
community feed. Here  
people can post and share 
their ideas created with the 
Connectuators. 

The screen after this, is the 
ideation page. Here you can 
select by room for ideas and 
upload ideas. Also, you can 
see your own creations. 

The next screen is one of 
the setting pages. Here you 
see an example of setting 
Ronda. Here you can control 
the movements, schedule 
specific movements, connect 
with other appliances. There 
is also an option of putting 
the character off. This is 
only meant if the use needs 
to be pure functional.

The final screen in the 
menu is the settings screen. 
Here you can get more 
information about the 
Connectuators. You can get 
some explanation about 
creating a recipe. Here there 
is a possibility to approve or 
disapprove data collection. 
This resulted from the vision 
that users needs to be in 
control over the data they 
share. 
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In order to realize the Connectuator’s desired autonomous 
behaviour, technology is required. This technology is 
facultative for the behaviour and is thus hidden in the 
Connectuator’s body as much as possible in order to keep 
the ‘magic’ of moving objects intact.

5.1 Prototyping: Mechanics

5.1.1 Ronda
Ronda is intended to make a rotational movement. 
Therefore, it has a round, static base that contains the 
electronics and the motor. A ‘Lazy Susan’ type bearing is 
attached to this base and a round platform is mounted 
on top of this, effectively forming a turntable. Initially, 
a NEMA 17 stepper motor was mounted directly under 
the center of the round platform in order to rotate the 
platform. Testing this arrangement however, proved that 
the rotational speed of the platform was too high and 
that the torque of the stepper motor is insufficient for this 
application. To solve this, a 128 tooth inner gear ring was 
attached under the round platform. This ring is driven by 
the stepper with a 40 tooth spur gear on it, resulting in a 
1 : 3.2 gear ratio. 

[dwarsdoorsnede render/open foto mechanisme]
[NEMA stepper motor]

5. Technology
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5.1.2 Verti 
Verti is intended to make a vertical linear movement. 
Within this movement, it should be capable of lifting 
objects of around a kilogram with ease. The vertical space 
for the mechanism in the lowest position is limited, but 
a vertical movement of at least 120 mm was considered 
desirable. A laterally stiff and compact mechanism with 
enough extension range was thus required, leading to 
the application of a scissor lift table mechanism. This 
mechanism converts a relatively small linear movement 
in a bigger linear movement, while maintaining the 
capability to fold into a flat package in its lowest point. 

The mechanism is driven by a NEMA 17 stepper motor. 
The rotational movement of this stepper motor is 
converted to a linear movement by using a lead screw, 
which allows the stepper motor to drive the scissor lift 
table mechanism.
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5.1.3 Lino
Lino is intended to make a linear movement in the 
horizontal plane. The metal tube going through the 
wooden body is driven by a NEMA 17 stepper motor and a 
lead screw, that converts the rotational movement of the 
stepper motor into a linear displacement. The nut of the 
lead screw is mounted to a block with two pins, which grip 
into two matching holes in the metal tube, allowing the 
tube to move 160 mm back and forth.
[dwarsdoorsnede render/open foto mechanisme]
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5.2 Prototyping: 
Electronics and code
The heart of a Connectuator 
is a microcontroller (μC) that 
processes external and internal 
sensor input, communication 
data and controls the 
stepper motor that enables 
a Connectuator to  move in 
a particular way. These parts 
will be discussed in the next 
paragraphs.
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5.2.1 Microcontroller and code
As mentioned before, the microcontroller (μC) is the heart 
of the connectuator. The particular type of microcontroller 
used in this project is the ATmega328P, on an Adafruit 
Metro Mini circuit board. The code for the Connectuators 
can be found in appendix Code

5.2.2 Stepper driver
To drive the 2-phase NEMA 17 stepper motor, a dedicated 
driver board is used in order to make the motor as silent 
as technically possible. The type of board used in this 
project is the Polulu a4988 board, which is capable of 
driving a stepper up to 25W. 
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5.2.3 Position measurement
Opposed to servo motors, stepper motors do not have a 
built-in position sensor to feed back position information 
the μC. This means that if the stepper motor is prevented 
from completing its movement and thus reaching the 
target position, there is no way for the μC to know 
about this. As this might lead to failure due to running 
into end stops, therewith damaging the Connectuator, a 
position measurement system was designed. This position 
measurement system was installed in both Lino and Verti, 
as the rotational movement of Ronda can be continuous 
without complications.

In order to know the position of the stepper motor at all 
times, the absolute zero-point position, the movement of 
the lead screw nut compared to the absolute zero-point 
position and the direction of the movement should be 
known. The first part of the position measurement system 
consists of a microswitch on one extreme end of the lead 
screw. This microswitch is used for calibration purposes 
on start up, by letting the stepper motor run until the 
lead screw’s nut reaches the microswitch and setting this 
position as the absolute zero-point position. 

The second part of the position measurement system 
measures the position of the lead screw’s nut relative 
to the zero-point position. This is done by a hall effect 
sensor that is statically mounted on the stepper motor’s 
body and three magnets mounted on the rotating lead 
screw 120° from another with their lines of force radially. 
When the lead screw rotates, the magnets move past the 
hall effect sensor, which writes a high signal to the μC as 
long a magnet is lined up with the sensor. The μC detects 
changes in the signal state, resulting in six measurement 
moments per lead screw cycle, which translates to 
position measurement with a resolution of 1.33 mm. The 

direction of the movement can be abstracted from the 
stepper motor’s control code.

The information from the position measurement system, 
the actual position, is compared to the target position. If 
these positions do not correspond, the code is written in 
such way that it will try to compensate the discrepancy 
between the actual and the target position. If it does not 
manage to do so, the Connectuator will perform a re-
calibration procedure.
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5.2.4 Capacitive touch
In order to enable the Connectuators to detect near-
proximity (< 15 mm) and touch, capacitive touch sensors 
made of aluminium foil were installed just below the top 
surfaces of the Connectuators. 

Initially, the processing for these capacitive touch sensors 
was done within the code on the μC. This however proved 
to interfere with the smooth operation of the stepper 
motor’s, caused by the fact that both the stepper motor 
and the capacitive touch sensor heavily rely on timing. 
Timing-dependency requires the usage of so-called 
interrupts in the code that, when used multiple times in 

one loop, interact with and hinder each other. To solve 
this unwanted interaction, the μC should be freed from 
the interrupts of either the stepper motor control or 
the capacitive touch sensor. A dedicated self-contained 
digital IC (QT110) for capacitive touch was successfully 
implemented, solving the timing issues and speeding up 
the code significantly. 

Where the first iteration on the capacitive touch sensor 
required code to calculate values and require a threshold, 
the QT110 put out a logic signal. This logic signal was then 
used to activate stepper motor operation within the code.
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5.2.4 Bluetooth
One of the core properties of the Connectuators is that 
they are connected to each other and to other devices 
somewhere in a network via the serial communication 
ports of the μC. Bluetooth was selected as the 
communication standard for Connectuators.

In an ideal situation, the Connectuators would be 
connected to the internet via for example Wi-Fi. As the 
team did not know about the internet and Wi-Fi conditions 
on a possible test or demonstration location beforehand, 
a router would be required. Furthermore, the bandwidth 
of a Wi-Fi network would be extremely overdimensioned 
regarding the small amount of data to be transferred via 
the serial ports of the μC. Using RF communication was 
considered as well, but discarded due to the fact that 
RF communication does not work with a stand-alone 
module. This puts a significant load on the processor 
of the μC, slowing down operation and preventing the 
stepper motor from smooth operation. Bluetooth was 
then selected because of its stand-alone functionality: a 
bluetooth module has an on-board chip that converts the 
bluetooth signal to a serial communication signal. This 
reduces the required amount of code, in and output pins, 
and  processor capacity. When two modules are paired 
by programming them as master and slave, they will 
connect automatically on power up, which is beneficial in 
a product that is meant to be plug-and-play. Furthermore, 
bluetooth functionality is present on mobile phones, 
tablets and laptops and thus allows for connecting these 
devices to the Connectuators as well.

Two important downsides of bluetooth are that it is not 
able establish a connection between slave devices, and 
that it is not suitable for an internet connection. Both 
limit the connectivity somewhat and make the first 

Connectuators prototypes into connected products rather 
than an actual application of IoT. Despite tis limited 
connectivity bluetooth was functional for user testing and 
demonstration purposes.
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6.1 Focus group, looking 
for applications
To evaluate the concept of 
the a focus group meeting 
was organized. This focus 
group test was conducted 
with three young women in 
an apartment to recreate a 
homely setting. The primary 
goal of the focus group was to 
find as many applications for 
the Connectuators. Also, it was 
the first test, it was exciting if 
people could actually imagine 
using the Connectuators in 
and around the home. To 
test in context was important 
because, the participants 
could be more inspired for 
applications.

The participants first 
impression of the 
Connectuators was they found 
them: New interesting and 
funny, but a bit noisy. As 
biggest point of improvement 
they told us they wanted more 
control over the movement. 
This was not completely 
possible with the prototypes 
as they are now. As part of 
the concept there is an app 
included now that should 
allow some more controls 
on the movement. They 

also made a remark that they wanted to see 
some examples. This would also be created in the 
Connectuators app. The final app will contain an 
inspiring community everybody can upload their 
ideas and implementations. The second part of the 
app will support control of the movements and the 
connections. 

Overall the testers were quite positive about the 
Connectuators. They thought they would be fitting 
in their homes. They wanted to have them in the 
home. Also they were able to identify somewhat 
the characters. However, these characters might be 
influenced by the sound the prototypes produce. 

6. Evaluation
The data generated during this test can be found in 
Appendix- Data Focus group user test.
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6.2 Living with the Connectuators
In order to fully understand the role of an everyday 
object in everyday life, a long term deployment of the 
object is required. This sort of deployment is important, 
as there is a fundamental difference between testing out 
an object for for example half an hour and living with it: 
the latter incorporates the dimension of time. During this 
time, the person living with places the object in his or 
her context, may get used to the presence of the object, 
overcomes the newness of what it does and possibly build 
a relationship with it.

Before the deployment a Tumblr account which the 
participant could log into was created. Photos, videos 
and notes could be uploaded during the deployment. 
Compared to using a physical diary a Tumblr account 
allows for more visual content and is less of an obstacle to 
comply with, because it is available as an app. 

The account can be viewed at Tumblr [12]

After the test an interview was conducted to get deeper 
insights, and more information than possible applications. 
The full interview can be found in Appendix - Interview 
Cas

The main reason for using the Connectuators according to 
the participant, was just for fun. When the Connectuators 
were delivered, the first thing he did was touching them 
several times subsequently to find out how they would 
react on him and would interact with eachother. After 
this, the participant stated that, if he came up with a 
new application, he would just try it out and see what 
would happen. This explorative phase lasted for about 
two days, after which he would occasionally try a different 
application. 

In the final interview, the participant mentioned that 
he found the control he had over the movement of 
the Connectuators somewhat limited. An example he 
mentioned was that he wanted to program Ronda in such 
way that it would make only half a revolution however, he 
had no way to do so, making Ronda less valuable for him.

The participant indicated that the appearance of the 
Connectuators could have been a bit more distinctive for 
his taste. They now blended in with his interior so well, 
that they disappeared and did not get much attention, 
despite being interesting. This probably had to do with 
the fairly neutral look of the wood, and might be different 
in other interiors he said. The size also had an influence 
on the usability in his particular case: the participant 
stated that Ronda might as well have been much smaller, 
whereas a bigger Verti would be more valuable for him.

Lastly, the sound the Connectuators made during 
operation was described as “slightly annoying”. An 
interesting event occurred during one of the last nights of 
the deployment of the Connectuators. The participant was 
instructed to pull the power plug from the Connectuators 
out before going to bed for safety reasons, but forgot to 
do so on that particular night. When Verti moved, the 
participant woke up due to the sound it produced. This 
however, was not blamed on the Connectuator, but was 
stated to be “part of the character, and thus acceptable”.
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6.3 Applications 
Testing the Connectuators a 
lot of comments and feedback 
was received. Also a specific 
task during the user test was 
creating as much applications 
as possible, to see if people 
would actually use these kind 
of objects. Here some of the 
applications will be highlighted. 
All the other tought of 
applications can be found 
in Appendix - Applications 
Connectuators

Visual moving reminder. You have still some reading to 
do. Putting it in your agenda does not work for you. One 
of the Connectuators can help you by reminding you 
once in awhile that you still need to do it. It will make a 
noticeable movement to grab your attention.

Sharing food during a drink. You are with a big group 
having a drink. Everybody stands around the bar. In this 
way everybody can have access to the chips and dips. 
It would also be possible to dip your chips by spinning 
Ronda.

Use Lino as a goalkeeper. The Connectuators are great 
for games. Lino is especially great as a keeper. You can 
shoot your ball to the wooden block and test your reaction 
speed, because lino will keep on moving.

Bringing objects to work height. You are cleaning your 
home and your back is hurt. It is nice to bring the box you 
want to put your stuff in on working height, releasing the 
stress on your back.
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Watching time form different 
angles

Look at objects from di erent 
angles

Decorating your cake Moving clothes Optimize sunlight

Bringing objects to work heightUse as a keeper, creating new 
games

Playing games
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7. Discussion
In this project, one of the challenges was to find out what 
connected everyday things can be. This was explored 
in the early phases of the project and resulted in the 
generation of different ideas, which eventually evolved 
into the concept Connectuators. Virtually any everyday 
object can be connected however, the main question 
being if and how this adds value and creates meaning for 
the person living with it. Connectuators add value through 
pleasurable experiences, developing skill and expression 
in tangible aesthetics. People are stimulated to come up 
with own solutions instead of the design providing them 
with solutions for predefined problems. This results in 
engaging, sustainable and more meaningful relations 
between people and Connectuators in their practices. 
Products people value and thus are attached to are not 
easily discarded, leading to increasingly sustainable 
relationships that will subsequently lead to sustainability 
in general. Physical objects are highly conducive as 
carriers for personal stories and tend to become one-of-
a-kind for their owner. If this particular quality of physical 
objects can be implemented in the digital domain, this 
may eventually result in more engaging, sustainable and 
meaningful relations between product and owner.

7.1 Future steps

Expanding interaction possibilities
At this point, the only way to influence the movement of 
Connectuators without involving another bluetooth device, 
is by touching its top surface. Including more sensors in 
order to make the Connectuators more aware of their 
environment could be an option. Adding more technology 
however might make controlling the Connectuators 
more difficult and technology focused, which is not in 
consistence with the vision on IoT and connected products 

within this project.

Connecting to other everyday artefacts
Currently, the Connectuators are able to communicate 
with each other and with other bluetooth devices (e.g. 
mobile phones, pc’s, tablets). Value can be added by 
enabling the Connectuators to connect to other everyday 
things. This can range from Verti knowing about your 
agenda and lifting up your keys when you have to leave, 
to Lino closing the door for you. The option of connecting 
a water boiler to the Connectuators was mentioned during 
the focus group gathering. 

Increase control over movement
The prototypes of Connectuators are somewhat limited 
in their movements: they move randomly, but when 
touched they will always move to an extreme position 
of their range, unless stopped by another touch event. 
Both the participants in the long-term user test and 
the focus group indicated that these movements did 
not offer a sufficient level of control to be useful. They 
also unanimously stated that they would consider 
Connectuators more valuable when a greater level 
of control was offered. Examples are a programmed 
back-and-forth movement cycle for Lino, the amount 
of rotations Ronda makes when triggered, and a height 
preset in Verti. Based on received feedback from the 
focus group an app including the function to upload new 
movement profiles was designed. This app needs to be 
connected to the Connectuators  yet, in order to see how 
it effects their use.

Influence of sound
Not all the Connectuators moved as smooth as they were 
intended to do, resulting in fairly noisy operation. This 
had a significant influence on how the characters were 

7. Discussion
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perceived by user test participants. Ronda for example 
was noted to be aggressive and angry, whereas the 
design was not meant to express these emotions. The 
rattling noise the prototype made was mentioned by 
users as their main reason for these characterisations. 
Due to their smoother operation, Verti and Lino were both 
perceived as more friendly and less attention-drawing 
than Ronda, although they were not definitely designed as 
such. Sound as a by-product of technology thus has to be 
taken in account very carefully when designing characters 
for objects .

Different sizes of Connectuators for different applications 
The Connectuators were presented as one set, all in the 
same order of magnitude regarding size. During the test 
and demo day a lot of suggestions were made about the 
size. People wondered if, when they would have been 
smaller or bigger, their use would change. An interesting 
and valuable next step would be to test different sizes 
and see if this changes the way they are used. It would 
be imaginable, if for example you had a smaller Lino, it 
would be functional for pushing buttons. Or, that a big 
Verti could lift a heavy working surface.

Build a larger series of the same type Connectuator
The current set of Connectuators consist out of one 
Connectuator of every type. However, it could be 
interesting to see what happens when for example four 
Vertis are used to lift a table, or when multiple switches in 
a house are operated by Linos. Especially the cooperation 
and group effort of a Connectuator-team are directions to 
be explored.
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Appendix 
Appendix - Personal Reflections

Reflection - Martine Bak 

I chose this project because I thought it would have been a perfect fit with my previous project. In my B3.2 I did the project Data enabled Design for Vitality. 
This project had aimed to create connected products for a family context. With B2 students, I developed a system of three connected family products. I created 
an interactive Playbox that responded to the other connected products and its environment. I imaged that this project about Connected Everyday Things would 
be more or less the same. However, in this project, the focus was more on creating new applications of Internet of Things. My Playbox was more a “traditional” 
implementation of the Internet of Things (IoT). This was a big difference in the project, not just creating a product, but also contributing to creating a new 
vision and application on this emerged theme. Thinking back to the Connected Everyday Things project I think it was a new approach of designing for me. It 
was a good learning experience, but I don’t think it is for me. I more like to create a product that is really already implementable in people’s lives, rather that 
design for the future.
I set the goal to do more scientific research for my project, this was also a remark during my last assessment. However, for my development and as an 
Industrial Designer at TU/e I should do it. I learned more about scientific research in the course “constructive design research”. This gave a bit more 
background and it was good to implement this knowledge into the project. I think as a team we have managed to work with a lot of different scientific articles. 
At the start of the project exploring IoT and connected everyday things. And during the project to validate choices like creating characters for the projects and 
getting inspiration for qualities our product should meet.
It was important to implement the product(s) in everyday life. To do this we had to create aesthetic working objects. This first part of the project was a lot of 
creativity and aesthetics, creating the vision and eventually the aesthetic prototypes. Almost the entire second half of the project was spent on actually building 
the demonstrators. A lot of work was put into the mechanics and technology. However, the aesthetics of the demonstrators were evenly important. We chose 
materials that represented quality and the objects needed to last for a longer period of time and they could survive long term user testing.
Another aspect of implementation in everyday life was deploying it in context. I always want to have a field user test. I think this gives a lot of insights and 
a new perspective on the design. Eventually, we conducted a one-week test of living with it. To get more insights before this week of testing we organized a 
focus group. This resulted in a list of applications and opportunities for the Connectuators. This kind of focus group would be something I want to do again in 
upcoming projects. It was a relatively quick procedure to get a lot of different user input.  
Working in a group again needed some time to getting used to. However, working in a team enabled everybody to work on their expertise and learn from each 
other. If I would have done this project by myself it wouldn’t be possible to build three fully functioning prototypes. This project was a real team effort. In the 
first part of the project the brainstorming and developing of the concept was done by the three of us, working a lot on Design and Research Processes. During 
the building process, everybody focused some more on his or her expertise. The modeling of the shapes was done together. When the technology got more 
specific we split up tasks. One working on the electronics, one on the connectivity and one on the testing. I focused on setting up the tests and documenting 
the processes. Therefore, I did not develop much on technology and Realization. I did work on the capacitive touch sensors. However, it turned out two libraries 
was too heavy for the microprocessor, we needed to use a different module in the end. The math, data and computing area was more in the connectivity part, 
we worked with Bluetooth that took some time to set up. I eventually looked into it two. If we worked with Wi-Fi it would have been an easier data transfer, I 
used Wi-Fi in my previous project
During this project, I figured out my specialization. I picked User and Society and Business and Entrepreneurship. The most important arguments why I picked 
User and Society was because I think it is very important to have this part in the design process. Like I also showed in this project. I design for a user group 
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I want this group to see value and meaning my products therefore it is important to have close bonds with this user group and ask them as well. For me, it 
is important to bring your products to the market to be able to bring it to the users.  User tests, give a lot of new insights and inspiration. I picked Business 
and Entrepreneurship because, it is important to bring my projects to the market, to really be able to bring it to your users. And I eventually want my own 
company. In this project, there was not really focused on this area. This because it was more of designing for the future and it is not possible to bring this kind 
of thing to the market. I did work on this competency in the course Designing Innovation Strategies. In my next project, this will be an important goal again. 

Reflection - Justin Straver

At the start, my primary motivation to do the project for connected everyday things was learn more about making everyday connected products. Without any 
understanding of what the internet of things currently is or what it could be.
Throughout the project I’ve learned what connected everyday things can be. Currently connected everyday things can be found in a lot of ways. A better way 
to look at it is what should an everyday connected thing be a what shouldn’t it be. Difficulty is to make everyday things meaningful without reducing current 
practices to the press of button or completely take over all tasks from a user Integrating with the current practices
The project had a more experiential and explorative nature. In addition the critical, ethical and sustainable issues with IoT lead to answering deeper questions. 
Almost philosophical such as what kind of designer do I want to be? What should a designer do? This resulted in a change in my vision. 
Further, IoT will have a large impact trough transformation companies need to change but also people have to change create a sustainable future. Electronics 
normally is the least sustainable part of the product, from a recycling perspective. Through this project I’ve also learned how electronics can provide 
sustainability by creating long lasting product attachment. 
By creating products that integrate into current practices with satisfaction through pleasurable experiences and respecting effort from the user. People can use 
design and aesthetics to create sustainable and meaningful relations with and between connected things. 
Analogue experiences could contain a tangible, one of a kind quality or hold powerful stories linked to people, events or other things. This is why it’s important 
for digital things to stay connected to analogue experiences.
This also was embedded in the approach of the squad. Early in the project our group was forced to use a more analogue and tangible approach by using less 
with digital presentations working more with big portable boards and prototypes. Always be prepared to tell the story of the project and adjust the story to the 
current reference frame of the crowd. 
The project made me more determined to develop my competency in technology and realisation as it really proved that better working prototypes result 
in better feedback on the concept. Although a lot of insight can be gained from lo-fi prototyping and testing. It was hard to imagine the possibilities with 
autonomous interactive connected objects. 
Different from last semester where I worked on an individual project. This team assignment shows the strengths from individual members. Skills came together 
resulting in a multi-disciplinary end result.
My role in this project focused on interviewing users, realization of the prototypes and connection between the objects. In the last part of the project my 
activities were focused on developing the app. 
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Reflection - Pim Keunen

At the start of the semester my primary learning goal was to continue the shift from a technology-centred design process towards a user-centred design 
process I started making during the premaster. Besides that, I wanted to improve my capability to communicate the core values of my design, which was 
difficult last semester. As IoT is an emerging technology, this immediately had my interest. Moreover, the approach of long term deployment was something 
that appealed to me and fits my learning goals.
The design process started with reading articles and papers about IoT, and with looking for value and meaning by analysing practices within the home that are 
not more efficient, faster or ‘better’ per se, but are still being practiced, for example listening to vinyl records. During the reading of an article [2], the phrase 
“Less about automation, more about personal augmentation” really struck me and became some sort of a thought catalyst. Inventions and technology will 
always exist and develop in a way that I believe cannot be stopped. The question however, is how we deal with this technology as a society, and how I can 
contribute to this as a designer and as an engineer. During the process I started to see the value of explorative nature of the Connected Everyday Things squad 
instead of just the difficulties. I gained more insight in de growth of IoT and the opportunities and complexity this introduces, but on a more abstract level 
learned how to design with future scenarios in mind, and explore the position of new technology within society too. The project was in a way an eye-opener, as 
I learned to look at emerging technology from a design perspective that strives to adding value and creating meaning, instead of a technological perspective 
that only strives to efficiency and optimization.
Something else I am taking with me for the future is the concept of practices. User testing is usually done by giving someone your design and testing it for a 
few minutes to an afternoon. This particular project focused on deploying the products for a longer period of time: living with the product. The participant in this 
test is not impersonally called a ‘user’, but is recognized as a human being with a context, practices and all the complexity that come with them. The dimension 
time also has a much more prominent role in this, as the relation of a person with a product changes over time. This dimension introduces complexity, but 
offers opportunities to consider for your design, for example long-term usability. Overall, the insights gained during investigating practices and the long-term 
deployment of the design were valuable contributions to how I will approach users henceforth.
Within the project I have been focusing on the technological part of the prototypes a lot. This was almost inevitable as technology and realization is my main 
expertise, but it is a personal pitfall as well. A relatively big amount of technology was involved in this project both due to the complexity of the system as 
well as the number of prototypes. In the second quartile this went at the expense of other tasks, for example setting up user tests and making posters. This 
however on the other side, has showed me my strong sides as well: I could have decided to not focus on the technology, but is what I am and do. Together with 
a new job as design engineer in a prototyping facility, it has helped me to shape my vision on the future. When entering the faculty I sort of assumed I would 
become a 100% industrial designer, but my background as an engineer will probably stay influential during my career. For the rest of the master I will focus on 
Creativity & Aesthetics and Technology & Realization in the Seamless Interaction Design for Everyday Life squad, with a specific interest in growing systems, 
tangible interaction with musical instruments/audio electronics and sound perception in general.
The open-endedness of Connectuators felt as the right thing to do, but brought some insecurity too. This has to do with the explorative character of the project 
(no smoothed paths) on one hand, and the lack of a precisely defined function of the end product on the other hand. This made communicating the exact 
values of the concept quite difficult, so this is definitely something to keep working on.
Generally speaking, the cooperation within the project team went well. The workflow of meeting from 9 to 6 however, was something I considered less efficient 
for myself, as it somehow tempered my creativity and motivation. In the former project, where I managed my own schedule and worked whenever it suited me, 
this was much less of a problem and I felt that I was more productive. As increased productivity is beneficial for both a project team and myself, I will adapt to 
this in future projects.
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In the ideation and conceptualization phase, I formulated amongst others the idea about connected furniture, which was one of ancestors of the final concept. 
Ideation and conceptualization was mainly a group effort. My mechanical engineering background helped me to do the mechanical design for Connectuators. 
This included the application of mechanical principles, quick calculations, selecting hardware and making drawings for laser cutting and 3D printing. The 
realization and assembly was done as a group. Within the project, I wrote, debugged and kept updating the code for the Connectuators. I designed the 
electronics for the Connectuators. This included drawing a circuit diagram, selecting hardware, designing the circuit board and soldering everything together. 
Although I did not design the test itself, I conducted the long term user test. This included introducing the concept, evaluating it, and conducting the final 
interview.

Appendix - Contributions to the team (Roles in team) 

This project was a team effort. Everybody worked hard and brought in their expertises. This project had rough start, two teammates leaving and another one 
added. Eventually, this team had a great start. First exploring Iot and connected products together. Eventually this continued with creating concepts and ideas 
together. After the concept we wanted continue working on was chosen people started focusing more on specific tasks to get the prototypes working.

Appendix - Code

#include <AccelStepper.h>
//25 steps per mm // 200 steps per revolution = 8 mm per 200 steps

// Define stepper
AccelStepper stepper(1, 6, 5);
const int Enablepin = 12;
const int Maxpos = 3700;
int randomposition = 1500;
unsigned long waitTime = 0;
unsigned long timelog = 0;
boolean waitTimeState = HIGH;
int currentpos;

//loopcounter
int loopcount = 0;

// counter
volatile int interruptcounter;
int dirPinstate;
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const int interruptHall = 2;
float posCounter;

// calibration
bool calibrationcheck = false;
const int microSwitchpin = 7;
bool microSwitchcalibration;

// define captouch
int Capsensorpin = 11;
long sensorvalue;
long sensorvalue2;
boolean Capsensorlino = LOW;
int Capsensorlinoprevious = 0;
long debounceCapsensor;
int long Capsensorread = 0;

// character parameters
const int activityParameter = 4; //value between 1 and 10: 10 very active (2,5 s to 14,5 min interval) and 1 (2,5 s to 24 hour interval)

// BT
boolean BTread;
boolean BTreadstate = LOW;
unsigned long BTreadtimer = 0;
int BTreadcounter = 0;

void setup()
{

  Serial.begin(9600);

  //enable pin stepper
  pinMode(Enablepin, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(Enablepin, LOW); //low to enable

  //position
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  pinMode(interruptHall, INPUT);
  pinMode(microSwitchpin, INPUT_PULLUP);
  attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(interruptHall), counter, CHANGE);

  // Stepper parameters
  stepper.setMaxSpeed(800); //max is 970 ongeveer
  stepper.setAcceleration(8000.0); //steps/s^2
  stepper.setSpeed(800);
}

////////////////////////////    Loop     ///////////////////////////////

void loop()
{

  while (calibrationcheck == false) {         // calibratie
    calibration();
  }

  if (stepper.distanceToGo() == 0) {
    digitalWrite(Enablepin, HIGH);
    if (waitTimeState == HIGH) {
      waitTime = sq(random(50, 9000 / activityParameter));
      waitTimeState = LOW;
    }
  }

  if (millis() - timelog > waitTime) {
    digitalWrite(Enablepin, LOW);
    randomposition = random(0, Maxpos);
    stepper.moveTo(randomposition);
    timelog = millis();
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    stepper.run();
    waitTimeState = HIGH;
  }

  //  if ((stepper.currentPosition() > posCounter + 33.333 || stepper.currentPosition() < posCounter - 33.333) && calibrationcheck == true) {
  //    calibration();
  //  }

  //// CAPSENSE lezen, zenden naar ander object en zelf gebruiken ////////

  // leest iedere X loops een keer de sensor uit. Voorkomt overbodige processor belasting.

  if (millis() - Capsensorread > 100) {
    Capsensorlino = digitalRead(Capsensorpin);

    if (Capsensorlinoprevious == 1) {
      if (Capsensorlino == LOW) {
        Capsensorlinoprevious = 1;
      }
      else if (Capsensorlino == HIGH) {
        Capsensorlinoprevious = 0;
      }
    }

    else if (Capsensorlino == LOW && Capsensorlinoprevious == 0 && millis() - debounceCapsensor > 500) {
      Serial.write(1);
      debounceCapsensor = millis();
      Capsensorlinoprevious = 1;
      currentpos = stepper.currentPosition();
      digitalWrite(Enablepin, LOW);

      if (currentpos > Maxpos / 2) {
        stepper.moveTo(50);
      }
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      else if (currentpos < Maxpos / 2) {
        stepper.moveTo(Maxpos);
      }
    }
    Capsensorread = millis();
  }

  ///// BT ////////

  if (Serial.available() > 0) {
    BTread = Serial.read();
  }

  if (BTread == 1 && millis() - BTreadtimer > 500) {
    BTreadcounter++;
    currentpos = stepper.currentPosition();

    switch (BTreadcounter) {
      case 1: if (currentpos > Maxpos / 2) {
          stepper.moveTo(50);
        }

        else if (currentpos < Maxpos / 2) {
          stepper.moveTo(Maxpos);
        }
        digitalWrite(Enablepin, LOW);
        break;

      case 2: stepper.moveTo(stepper.currentPosition());
        BTreadcounter = 0;
        break;

    }
    BTread = 0;

  ///// BT ////////

  if (Serial.available() > 0) {
    BTread = Serial.read();
  }

  if (BTread == 1 && millis() - BTreadtimer > 500) {
    BTreadcounter++;
    currentpos = stepper.currentPosition();

    switch (BTreadcounter) {
      case 1: if (currentpos > Maxpos / 2) {
          stepper.moveTo(50);
        }

        else if (currentpos < Maxpos / 2) {
          stepper.moveTo(Maxpos);
        }
        digitalWrite(Enablepin, LOW);
        break;

      case 2: stepper.moveTo(stepper.currentPosition());
        BTreadcounter = 0;
        break;

    }
    BTread = 0;
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Appendix - Applications Connectuators 

Hang things on the tube of Lino. Like for example your coat and make it move.
Lifting your groceries to the fridge
Shut and open doors
Put on the water boiler
Put a photo frame on top and notices who is home shows your personal favorite photo
Bring sharp knifes to a height. For example to protect your children
Get your food out of the oven with Verti and Lino
Let your food spin for showing and serving with Ronda
Cut of your excess Marzipan from your cake with Ronda
Distract your kids with the moving objects
Create several games with all the connectuators
Make a 360 degree photo
Use the movement as a visual reminder
Program time for certain activities
Use for bringing things to work hight
Put a hook on lino and it ables you to pick things from the floor. 
Use Lino as a goolie
Use Verti as a coffee table
Use them as butlers
Create a longer arm with Lino
Push buttons with Lino
Being able to watch your clock from different locations, make ronda spinn. 
Appendix - Data Focus group user test

Questionnaire focus group connectuators
24-05-2016

6. How did you experience the connectuators?
Verassend, nog niet zo iets gezien, gebruiksvriendelijk. Helaas wat lawaaig. (Surprising, never seen something like this. Unfortunately a bit noisy. 

New idea, funny

Nieuw en interessant (New and interesting)
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New interesting and funny, noisy. 

7. Can you name three positive points of this product?
Mooi en stijlvol (Beautiful and stylish)
Vernieuwend (Innovatory)
Functioneel (Functional)

Lino has a nice design, satisfying.
multiple functions
New fresh idea

Het heeft meerdere functies (It has several functions)
Men kan zelf bepalen wat het doet (People can make choices what it should do)
Het heeft geen scherm (It has no screen)

Nice design, functional, innovative

8. Can you name three points of improvement for this product?
Geluid moet om laag (Should make less noise)
Instelbaar op gewenste beweging (Adjustable at the right movements)
Groter of kleiner zodat het veel gebruikt kan worden (Bigger or smaller to be used a lot)

Dat je hem zelf kan instellen. (That you can set him yourself.)
Dat ze een eigen leven leiden. (That they have their own life.)
Voorbeeld functies voor evt. Customers. (Example functions for possible customers.)

Verschillende standen in beweging (Different states in movement)

Should make less sound, adjustable (states). Example functions 

9. Could you think of different applications apart from the ones we found during this sessions? What would they be?
Kan ik niet bedenken (Not that I could think of)

I think I gave all I can during the session. 
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Douchegordijn open en dicht doen (Opening and closing the shower curtain) 

10. Disregarding price, would you like to have the connectuators in your home?
Ja (Yes)

If it is possible to connect with an app yes. 

Ik heb er nu nog geen behoefte aan (I don’t need it for now)

Positive about having them in the home

11. Could you see these objects as a tool for DIY (Do it yourself, hobbing) and why? 
Voor sporten, bijvoorbeeld als doelman. (Yes for sports, for example as a goolie) 

For soccer training on my own, the lino can function as a keeper. Lino functions as a medespeler (teammate)

Ja, het laat mensen zelf dingen bedenken en uitvinden. Net als bij echte DIY. (Yes, It lets people think and invent. Just like with real DIY)

Yes, sports, thinking and inventing.

12. How do you like the looks of the objects? And would they fit within your home?
Mooi, neutaal bij elk interieur (Beautiful, neutral matching every interior)

I like the ‘kattenrug’ (cat back) and also the others look simple. I like that.

Mijn kamer is niet enorm groot, maar in een normaal huis past het wel. De objecten zien er wel vriendelijk uit. (My room is not really big, but in a normal 
house it would fit. The objects do look friendly)

Would be fitting in homes

13. How did you experience the relation of the objects as a group?
Niet heel bijzonder, ik denk dat ze afzonderlijk nuttiger zijn. (Not very special, I think apart from each other they could be more convenient.)

Hard to think of a function that combines the three objects. 

Voor sommige toepassingen goed, voor andere overbodig. (For some applications okay, for others not necessary)
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Somewhat hard to imagine. But is would be okay to connect two objects. 

14. Did you experience specific characteristic in the objects?
(1 absolutely not and absolutely yes 5)
1 O   -   O   -   O   -  O  -   O 5

1 O   -   O   -   O   -  O  -   O 5

1 O   -   O   -   O   -  O  -   O 5

Characters are acknowledged, however influenced by the sound the prototypes make. 

It was not working. Pure on looks they all thought it was powerful. And most of them thought he was balanced. Character should make this difference. 

They all thought she was angry. More or less matching to the bitchy behavior. They thought she was a attention seeker. This does match her character

Appendix - Interview Cas
Overall experience
How did you experience the connectuators?
Funny things to use, no fixed function is nice to ‘klooi’ around with. Ball around with. Touching them is funny because they react. Touched them 1000 times. 
Sad self-entertainment. The cat wasn’t that positive.

How often did you use the connectuator in this week? What 
Used the Ronda twice: as controller for Verti and to rotate my clock.
Verti twice : To put a plant on, put the phone on it to see if it would react.

What did you think /feel when the connectuators were moving while you weren’t touching them?
That sucked, because I found out when I was asleep at night and woke up because of the movement/noise. I did not pull the plug however, don’t know why. 
Accepted it? They did not react that often.

What would you like to be able to control? Vs random
The rotation angle should be variable, because I could not read the time on my clock.
Verti should also be variable somehow, but don’t know how exactly. 
How often they react on each other, did not find out exactly how
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Did you turn connectuators off why? Did you turn them on why? 
At night, because noise. In the morning I plugged them in again. In the weekends for safety.

Could you describe your process when you found an application for the connectuators
I tried to fit them in my interior, find out where I had some space left. Put random stuff on it to find out what they do, then the idea with the clock for example 
came up a few days later.

What was the specific scenario you liked the most? And how would you rate this on a scale from 1 to 5. 
The plant on Verti, looked so sad. Dying plant moving up and down. Not a function, but funny.

What emotion do you feel with the connectuators? Happy, annoyed, angry ect.?
I was happy! 
In depth
Can you name three points of improvement of this product?
Room for adjustments of their movement
How smooth they worked. The round seemed not so stable
The sound
The shape could be a bit refined, bit basic with wood. Maybe a bit too neutral, part of the furniture, blends in too much. More character in design.

Can you name three positive points of this product?
They were fun!
Usually when you try/test something, it is very predefined. This wasn’t, which made it more challenging and invited to actually do something with it.

Would you use them more often?
I would not buy them myself, I don’t buy stuff to put in my room very often.
There should be suggestions about what to do with them, otherwise there is not really a reason to buy them I think. From that point on someone can start 
thinking of own stuff.

Do you like they way the objects look and do they fit in your home?
Could stand a bit more out in my interior.

Connection

What does the Internet of Things mean to you now?
In the field of data communication we receive WAY more information than what is actually valuable for us. Overcommunication? Imagine a house with all the 
objects of your project squad in them, that would drive you nuts. They all ask for attention somehow. You need that step first of course to get to a more refined 
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way of using IoT.  

How did you experience the connectedness?
Yes they reacted so they were connected
How did you experience the relation of the objects as a group?
Same material, basic form made them match. The size did not match as much, the round one looked plump. But, on the other hand, that depends on its 
purpose. Maybe using another material?

How do you like the looks of the objects?
See former answers. The wood was not standing out enough.
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